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Hedgehog Announces Release of Razl 4.0

Compare and merge tool for Sitecore developers

Holbrook, New York, USA (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- Hedgehog, a digital consultancy engineering high -
performance, multi-channel solutions, announced the release of a new version of Razl, a part of the Team
Development for Sitecore Essential Collection.

The latest version of Razl represents a huge step forward in usability and speed. Razl 4.0 stays true to the core
function of the product: it allows developers to have a complete side-by-side comparison between two
Sitecore® databases. Major performance improvements and streamlined workflow have been added to the latest
release. Multi-threaded copy can get 20-70% faster, offering a huge time savings in moving items between
servers. Also, with Razl, is the addition of custom field-specific editor controls for editing/comparing multi-list
fields, link fields, and presentation details dramatically improving the user experience.

Hedgehog’s signature, award-winning Team Development for Sitecore products (TDS) have become must-have
tools for Sitecore development. Along with Razl, the Essential Collection includes TDS Classic, which
improves team integration and smooths the development process with a wide range of built-in Sitecore
serialization, synchronization, packaging and automation features; and Feydra, a tool that bridges the gap
between front-end and back-end Sitecore developers. Explore the suite of essential must-have tools.

About Hedgehog: Hedgehog is a full-service digital consultancy transforming the way brands interact with their
customers by designing and engineering high performance, multi-channel digital marketing solutions
positioning clients for growth and success. A multidisciplinary web solutions firm partnering with Microsoft,
Sitecore, Magento, Acquia, Drupal, and WordPress; Hedgehog offers strategy, design, consulting, technology,
and managed services.

Hedgehog is headquartered in Holbrook, NY with additional offices in Portland, OR, Charlotte, NC and Sofia,
Bulgaria. The company is consistently recognized for being one of the fastest-growing private companies in the
United States. To learn more, visit www.HHOG.com.

###

For more information, press only: Leticia Shene, Hedgehog, (631) 676-2186, lshene(at)hhog(dot)com
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Contact Information
Leticia Shene
Hedgehog
http://www.hhog.com
+1 6316762186 Ext: 219

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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